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A new series from world-renowned textile artist Kaffe Fassett. Kaffe Fassett's Brilliant Little

Patchworks: 20 stitched and patched projects using Kaffe Fassett fabrics is the first book in a new

series featuring:  Easy patchwork projects to quilt and stitch. The celebrated, bold and colorful Kaffe

Fassett for Rowan fabrics. Over 200 gorgeous, vivid photographs throughout.  19 fun, quick-to-stitch

accessory projects. These little quilting gems are easy to make and stitch up fast (unlike full-size

quilts). They can be fashioned over a weekend or a few cozy afternoons. Each simple project is

infused with all of the color and pizazz of Kaffeâ€™s larger works, mixing and matching bold colors

and patterns with ease in projects like these and more:  Leafy Apron Hexagon Bolster Summer

Flowers Tablecloth Brassica Table Runner Flower Power Kimono Big Blooms Miniquilt

Checkerboard Tote Bag Fiesta Floor Cushion, and more  Inexpensive and accessible projects for

quilters of all abilities. 20 simply perfect projects for all who love Kaffe Fassett fabrics, but were

uncertain about investing the time and money needed for a full-size quilt project. This book is

essential for beginners and a welcome addition for accomplished quilters and includes:  20 colorful

and helpful illustrations Practical materials list Step-by-step sewing instructions with useful tips

Patchwork patterns Color guidance, and Tips for cutting-out.   Â 
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San Francisco-born artist Kaffe Fassett is a name every quilter knows. His work has been

commissioned by the British monarchy, American fashion designers, and the Royal Shakespeare

Company. More than a decade ago, Fassett partnered with Rowan to create the Kaffe Fassett

Collections, which debuts new fabrics each fall. He has written numerous quilt best-sellers including

Heritage Quilts, Kaffe Quilts Again, Kaffe Fassett: Dreaming in Color, an autobiography, and Kaffe

Fassett's Quilt Romance.

First let me say that I'm a huge Kaffe Fassett fan - I have made so many quilts and other items with

his fabric, worked with him in a workshop, and I have every book that he's published. Unfortunately,

this is his weakest book to date. I can't see myself doing any of these projects, and they really are

very uninspiring and unattractive. Some of his quilt books have been better than others, but I always

enjoy them for the photography in the books. I didn't feel like this book is as beautifully laid out like

his other books have been. If you are not a strong admirer of Kaffe Fassett, I'd consider skipping

this book.

Not up to his usual standard of creativity. More for beginners. This is the only Fasett book that has

disappointed me and I own all of his books. This particular book lacked inspiration for me.

This book is very pretty to look at but the patterns are not very exciting.

Absolutely PERFECT book for beginners and people who don't want to invest a lot of time and

money into a huge project. I made several projects from the book. All were beautiful. Sometimes the

written directions were a little confusing to me, but then again, I'm new to the whole piecing/quilting

methods. Lots of variety and great results.

I have all Kaffe Fassett's books so don't regret purchasing it. However, compared to his other books

it is very disappointed. The good news that it was considerably less expensive than his usual books,

which leads me to believe that the publisher appreciates how thin, in all regards, it is.

Kaffe Fasssett books are a visual feast. His interactive blending of colors and patterns has always

been artistically freeing for me. I wish I could sew fast enough to keep up with the ideas his works of

fabric art spur me to make. If you love color, you can never go wrong with K.Fassett



As with all of Kaffe Fassett's book, this one is beautiful. I may never make any of the projects but I

am always interested in the way the various fabrics are used together and I also get to see what

other colorways are available. I loved the color combinations in this book, so different from his other

books. I can't wait to collect all my Kaffe Fassett fabrics in one place and to make some small wall

hangings for my own pleasure.

Another great book by Kaffe....excellent inspiration!
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